The IEC standard WIA-PA is a communication protocol for industrial wireless sensor networks. Its special features, including a hierarchical topology, hybrid centralized-distributed management and packet aggregation make it suitable for large-scale industrial wireless sensor networks. Industrial systems place large real-time requirements on wireless sensor networks. However, the WIA-PA standard does not specify the transmission methods, which are vital to the real-time performance of wireless networks, and little work has been done to address this problem.
Packet Aggregation Real-Time Scheduling for WIA-PA 88:3 networks. Although the hierarchical framework supported by WIA-PA networks can improve the scalability, it increases the difficulty of coordinating inter-level resources. Previous works cannot be used without any modification. Therefore, we propose a method for transforming the WIA-PA model into a universal model and then adopt existing real-time scheduling algorithms to solve our problem. The performance comparison among these real-time scheduling algorithms indicates that EDF is the preferred method for WIA-PA networks. In addition, our aggregation method can help in scheduling algorithms such that the real-time performance is improved by up to 10%. The reason is that to satisfy the real-time constraints of all original packets, the real-time requirement of an aggregated packet is determined by the original packet with the highest real-time requirement, and our aggregation method aggregates high real-time packets together and prevents them from improving the real-time requirements of other aggregated packets. Thus, under the same real-time constraints of original packets, our aggregation method makes scheduling algorithms easy-to-find feasible solutions for aggregated packets.
RELATED WORKS
Wireless sensor networks are resource-constrained. Aggregating packets is a good way to improve their performance when resources are limited. Aggregation methods have been extensively studied in previous works. LEACH [12] is an outstanding protocol that considers data aggregation in cluster-based wireless sensor networks at a very early stage. There are several studies on how to improve the performance of LEACH, such as using routing protocols [3] and optimizing the choice of cluster heads [1] . On the other hand, some advanced technologies have been introduced to further optimize results, such as multiple input multiple output [10] , network coding [25] , opportunistic routing [27] , and aerial access points [22] . However, these works did not consider the temporality and cannot be used in real-time networks.
The decision version of time-optimal data gathering on a single channel is NP-complete in a weak sense [7] . Although some works tried hard to improve the network performance [6, 11] , the limited number of resources of a single channel restricts the performance improvement. Then, multiple channels were introduced. The work in Reference [28] presented a time-optimal multichannel scheduling algorithm for binary-tree networks, and the work in Reference [30] proposed a time-and channel-optimal scheduling algorithm for linear networks. Based on the above two publications, the same authors took the impact of packet copying into account to enhance the channel utilization [29] . For mesh-topology networks, the work in Reference [18] proposed a method based on spanning trees to reduce end-to-end delay. In these works, all flows had the same period. The above mentioned works cannot be applied to heterogeneous periods supported by WIA-PA networks. The work in Reference [26] focused on heterogeneous periods and proposed scheduling algorithms to improve the real-time performance of wireless sensor networks. For the same network model, the work in Reference [17] not only optimized the real-time performance but also improved the channel utilization, and the work in Reference [8] solved the mobility-aware realtime scheduling problem. However, these works did not consider heterogeneous-period packet aggregation and real-time scheduling for WIA-PA networks.
WIA-PA OVERVIEW AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we briefly introduce the WIA-PA networks. Details of the WIA-PA standard not shown in this article are irrelevant or orthogonal to the studied problem. A WIA-PA network is shown in Figure 1 . The upper level is a mesh network and has a centralized network manager. The lower level includes many clusters with a star topology. Each cluster head is a node of the upper level. The centralized manager is only used for the upper network, and each cluster network is managed by its cluster head. The timing behavior of each cluster head for transmitting data packets follows a superframe structure (as shown in Figure 2 ), which begins with a synchronized beacon and then includes four parts: contention access period (CAP), contention-free period (CFP), intra-cluster communication period, and inter-cluster communication period. The CAP is based on the CSMA mechanism and is used for device joining. Before a node joins the network, it has no assigned resources and accesses the wireless channel only via the CSMA mechanism. To obtain network controllability, other parts are based on the TDMA mechanism. The CFP is reserved for mobile devices. The intra-cluster period and the inter-cluster period are used for intra-cluster communication and inter-cluster communication, respectively. The lengths of these periods can be configured in the protocol stack and cannot be changed online and remotely. In this article, the lengths of the CAP, CFP, and intra-cluster period in all clusters are given the same constant, and all other time slots belong to inter-cluster periods. Each cluster head repeatedly executes its superframe at a specific period, and different heads are allowed to have different periods, such as cluster heads 1 and 2 in Figure 2 .
WIA-PA networks support multiple channels, thus, multiple superframes can run on different channels in parallel. However, a node cannot serve more than one transmission simultaneously. In this article, we do not consider dynamic device joining and mobile devices but focus only on how to use the intra-and inter-cluster periods to transmit sensing data from cluster members to the data center under real-time constraints.
Cluster members periodically sense data from the environment, and then use the intra-cluster period to send sensing data to their cluster head. Depending on the requirements of industrial systems, the periods of dataflows can be different. WIA-PA networks adopt harmonic periods (i.e., for any two dataflows, one's period is a multiple of the other's), which are also used in other industrial wireless sensor network standards. The sensing data are usually very small (e.g., 2 bytes of temperature data, 4 bytes of vibration data, and 32 bytes of diagnostic data). The transmission of a packet through a link must occupy a dedicated time slot and a dedicated channel no matter how small the packet is. Therefore, when a cluster head receives several small packets, it first aggregates them into a big packet and then sends the big packet instead of those small packets. In this way, more original small packets can be transmitted in resource-constrained wireless sensor networks. Note that in this article, packet aggregation involves putting several raw data into a packet but not to process them since the processing of data may discard some information required by industrial controls. Aggregated packets are sent to the data center via the mesh network using time slots of inter-cluster periods. In industrial systems, we consider only hard real-time networks, i.e., the time required for the sensing data to travel from the cluster members to the data center must not exceed the relative deadlines.
In the transmission process, two problems need to be solved: the aggregation problem in cluster networks and the scheduling problem in the mesh network. For the first problem, to transmit more raw data in the case of limited resources, as much data as possible should be aggregated into a packet. However, there are two restrictions: (1) the size of an aggregated packet must not exceed its upper bound; (2) the time spent to perform the aggregation process should not affect the real-time performance of the mesh network. Therefore, the first problem is how to aggregate harmonic-period packets into the minimum number of aggregated packets while not affecting the real-time performance of end-to-end transmissions (Section 4). For the second problem, the superframes of different clusters have different periods, and not all of the time slots of cluster heads can be used for inter-cluster transmissions. Only when two cluster heads are both in their inter-cluster periods can they communicate with each other. The available inter-cluster time slots in Figure 2 describe that scenario. Therefore, the second problem is how to schedule aggregated packets using the available inter-cluster time slots such that the required real-time performance can be satisfied (Section 5).
INTRA-CLUSTER AGGREGATION METHOD
In this section, we describe how to aggregate packets in a cluster. We first introduce the cluster model, and then introduce our aggregation method.
Cluster Model
A cluster includes a cluster head and several cluster members. The set of cluster members is denoted as N = {n 1 , n 2 , ...}. Each cluster member n i has a dataflow that is characterized by f i = <p i , s i >, and the flow set is F = { f 1 , f 2 , ...}. The first packets of all dataflows are released at time 1, and then flow f i periodically generates packets with a period p i . The jth packet of flow f i is denoted as τ i j . τ i j is released at time p i × (j − 1) + 1 and has to be sent to the data center before its deadline p i × j, i.e., in our network the period p i is also the relative deadline. The payload size of original packets of flow f i is s i , and S is the upper bound of the payload size of an aggregated packet.
The cluster head maintains its superframe structure to execute periodically. All original packets are submitted during the intra-cluster period. Therefore, the superframe period must be the minimal period among all flows, i.e., the superframe period q = min ∀f i ∈F {p i }. If q > min ∀f i ∈F {p i }, some of the packets with deadlines smaller than q are not schedulable. An intra-cluster period includes C time slots. In this article, C is a given parameter. We will evaluate its impact on our algorithm in Section 7 and optimize it in our future work. When several original packets are aggregated into a new packet, the deadline of the aggregated packet is the earliest deadline among them. We consider only the aggregation in a hyperperiod H = LCM (p 1 , p 2 , ...). After that, all aggregations are cyclically repeated. Since flows adopt harmonic periods, H = max ∀f i ∈F {p i }.
Problem Formulation
To explain our problem more clearly, we formulate it as a 0-1 ILP problem. We use the symbol δ ab to denote the bth aggregated packet in the ath superframe. If ρ ab = 1, then some packets are aggregated into the new packet δ ab ; otherwise, there is no δ ab . For the original packet τ i j , if c i ja = 1, then the original packet is sent to the cluster head in the ath superframe; if u i jab = 1, then the original packet is aggregated into the new packet δ ab . Wireless sensor networks are resourceconstrained, and one packet has to occupy a dedicated resource. Thus, the number of packets should be reduced such that the available resources can guarantee the requirements of all packets. Therefore, the objective of the aggregation problem is to find c i ja and u i jab for each original packet such that the number of aggregated packets is minimum.
The formulation is as follows:
The minimization problem should be subject to the following constraints:
(1) Uniqueness constraint: Each packet is submitted and aggregated only once:
(2) Usage constraint: If ∃u i jab = 1, then the aggregated packet δ ab is used, i.e., ρ ab = 1; otherwise, ρ ab = 0:
)th superframe and delivered to the data center before the ( p i q · j)th superframe. Between them, τ i j is submitted first, and then aggregated:
(4) Size constraint: The size of the aggregated packet cannot exceed the upper bound of the payload size:
(5) Time slot constraint: In each superframe, the number of submitted original packets cannot exceed the number of time slots in an intra-cluster period:
Aggregation Method
Although WIA-PA supports packet aggregation, it does not specify how to aggregate packets. The aggregation problem is similar to the bin-packing problem. The original packets sent by cluster members correspond to objects, and aggregated packets are bins. Their objectives are both to minimize the number of aggregated packets (bins). Therefore, the classical algorithms of the binpacking problem can be used to solve our aggregation problem. This article focuses on an effective and efficient algorithm-First Fit (FF) puts each object into the first-fit bin and opens a new bin if the object does not fit into any open bins. However, there are some differences between the aggregation problem and the traditional binpacking problem. First, each packet has a lifetime, measured from its release time to its deadline. Second, the number of original packets that are submitted in a superframe cannot exceed C. These lead to the temporal features of the aggregation problem, i.e., before an aggregated packet is generated, the original packets that should be added to this aggregated packet must be generated and assigned dedicated time slots in the intra-cluster period. In addition, when the FF algorithm is used in our network, there is no strategy for specifying the order of submissions. To improve the real-time performance, we specify that short-deadline packets be submitted first. Therefore, the aggregation problem is different from the traditional offline bin-packing problem. For the traditional bin-packing problem, the approximation ratio of the online FF is 1.7 [9] . Meanwhile, because of the temporal feature, the approximation ratio of our problem approaches 2. Theorem 4.1 shows the approximation ratio of our problem.
Theorem 4.1. In our problem, the FF algorithm has a tight approximation ratio of 2.
Proof. We first prove 2 is an upper bound of the approximation ratio, and then use an example to show the approximation ratio can approach to 2 (i.e., it is tight).
Suppose that an optimal solution aggregates all original packets into μ aggregated packets. For the FF algorithm, we classify superframes into two sets V and W . The set V includes the superframes that generate only one aggregated packet, while other superframes are in the set W . There is no superframe that does not generate any aggregated packet. If this kind of superframe exists, then the original packets that have the smallest relative deadlines and are generated at these superframes cannot be sent to the upper mesh network before their deadlines. Therefore, μ ≥ |W | + |V |. For the wth superframe in the set W , we use k w + 1 (k w ∈ Z + ) to denote the number of aggregated packets in this superframe. Thus, the approximation ratio R is as follows:
The size of the aggregated packet in the vth superframe in the set V is denoted as A v . A w and B w are the sizes of the second-smallest and the smallest aggregated packets in the wth superframe in the set W , respectively.
Then, we get that
We know that A w + B w > S. If not, they can be aggregated together. Thus, B w > S − A w . Then, the second term of the left side of Equation (1) is as follows: 
Then, Equation (2) is divided by S on both sides. We obtain
We set α = min ∀v ∈V { 
, and an A w packet and a B w packet can be aggregated together. Thus, from Equation (3), we obtain
Therefore, if the upper bound of R appears, then α should be given the minimum value ε, and β also is the minimum value 1 2 + ε since μ ≥ |W | + |V |. Based on the derivation, we know that when R is the upper bound, the result of the FF algorithm is as follows. In each superframe in V , the size of the aggregated packet is ε. In each superframe in W , there is one aggregated packet with the size 1 2 · S and k w aggregated packets with the size ( 1 2 + ε) · S. In the k w aggregated packets, only the first packet includes multiple original packets, while others include only one original packet. If others includes multiple original packets, there must exist an original packet whose size is less than 1 2 − ε; the original packet can then be aggregated into the previous aggregated packets.
When R is the upper bound, the optimal solution is as follows. Each superframe has at least one aggregated packet that cannot be moved to other periods. Thus, the optimal solution is to move ∀w ∈W k w packets into the |V | aggregated packets in V such that more aggregated packets are eliminated. In the ideal case, the |W | aggregated packets, which include multiple original packets, can be separated into the |V | aggregated packets. If |V | is big enough, the impact of |W | aggregated packets on the payload of |V | aggregated packets is also ε. Therefore, the |W | aggregated packets can be ignored. Then, the |W | aggregated packets with the size -
Therefore, we determine that the approximation ratio is 2. Then, we give a special example to show that the approximation ratio can approach to 2. The example considers only the intra-cluster period; other periods are neglected. There are y + 1 flows in a cluster. f 1 is characterized by < p unit , ε >, and others have the same tuple < y · p unit ,
The number of time slots in an intra-cluster period is y + 1. For the FF algorithm, the worst case is that in which the first packet of f 1 and all packets of the other flows are delivered to the cluster head and aggregated in the first superframe (as shown in Figure 3(a) ). Any two packets with the size S 2 + ε cannot be aggregated together due to the size constraint S. In this case, there are y aggregated packets in the first superframe, and y − 1 aggregated packets in the following superframes. Therefore, the total number of aggregated packets is 2y − 1. For the optimal solution, in each superframe, a packet with the size S 2 + ε and a packet with the size ε are delivered and aggregated (as shown in Figure 3(b) ). In this case, the total number of aggregated packets is y. Thus, the approximation ratio 2y−1 y approaches to 2 as y → +∞. Therefore, 2 is a tight approximation ratio.
The approximation ratio of our problem is larger than that of the traditional problem because the complete online method and the temporal feature restrict the choice of solutions. We propose two strategies to extend the classical FF algorithm such that its flexibility can be improved. Our proposed RM-FF algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The symbol c a denotes how many time slots of the intra-cluster period have been used in the ath superframe (line 1).
Our first strategy is to specify the process order according to the temporal features. The original packet that has a shorter lifetime should be submitted and processed first because fewer time slots are available for it. This can prevent the situation where an original packet with a long lifetime, which has many available time slots, occupies the sole available time slot of an original packet with a short lifetime. The process order is similar to that of the RM (Rate-Monotonic) scheduling algorithm [21] , which schedules the task with the shorter period first. We assign RM priorities to the flows, and the flow with the highest priority is submitted and processed first (lines 2 to 6). For each flow, we consider only how to schedule its first packet because use of the RM priority method in harmonic systems causes subsequent schedules to be cyclically repeated (line 16). First, we find the earliest unused time slot that the current original packet can be submitted to (lines 7 to 9). Then, the original packet is aggregated using the FF algorithm in its available time interval (line 11). Finally, the number of unused time slots is updated (line 17).
The aggregation problem is not completely online, as we know the lifetimes and sizes of all packets, and we can further adjust the order of submissions. Therefore, the second strategy is to use some offline strategies to optimize the solution. The most famous offline FF algorithm is the first-fit decreasing algorithm, which first sorts objects in decreasing order based on their sizes and then uses the FF algorithm to pack them. Therefore, in our problem, when two flows have the same RM priority, the flow that has the bigger size is assigned the higher priority (lines 2 to 4). When a new aggregated packet δ z is generated, its release time r z and deadline d z are set as the start time of the current inter-cluster period and the deadline of the original packet, respectively (lines 12 to 13). The symbol Λ in line 13 denotes the sum of the given lengths of the beacon, CAP, and CFP. If an aggregated packet has the same deadline as that of the new aggregated packet δ z , and the sum of their sizes is less than the upper bound of the payload size (line 14), then they are aggregated together (line 15). At most one aggregated packet δ b satisfies the condition of line 14. If there are two packets, they should have been aggregated together in previous iterations. This step is carried out to avoid the situation where because of the restriction of time slots, an original packet cannot be aggregated into an existing aggregated packet that is generated before its submission time, even though they have the same real-time requirement.
In this algorithm, an original packet can be aggregated into an aggregated packet that has a deadline that is earlier than its own. It is impossible for an original packet to be aggregated into an aggregated packet with a deadline that is later than its own because our harmonic system adopts the RM priority, i.e., the lifetimes of previously processed packets do not exceed the deadline of the current original packet. The number of iterations of the for loop in line 6 is O (|F |), and the time complexity of line 11 is O (|F || 
INTER-CLUSTER SCHEDULING METHOD
Based on the results of our proposed aggregation method, in this section, we present our intercluster scheduling method.
Mesh Network Model
In our model, superscripts are used to distinguish between different clusters, and subscripts indicate different members in a cluster. A WIA-PA network N contains multiple clusters N = {N 1 , N 2 , . . .}. The upper mesh network is constructed by cluster heads {n 1 , n 2 , . . .}. If clusters N i and N j are able to interfere with each other when they transmit packets simultaneously on the same channel, then η i j = 1; otherwise, η i j = 0. In addition, if nodes n i and n j are able to communicate reliably with each other, then e i j = 1; otherwise, e i j = 0. There are M available channels (1 ≤ M ≤ 15). If two one-hop transmissions that belong to different packets do not use the same node, they can be transmitted in parallel on different channels. A packet δ z is routed to the data center along path π z = {e ab , e bc , . . .}. All routing paths are fixed before schedule generation, and the routing techniques used in wireless sensor networks (e.g., References [24] and [2] ) can be used to obtain paths.
Our Scheduling Method
Our inter-cluster scheduling method has two parts. First, because they have the same starting time and harmonic periods, the intra-cluster periods of any two nodes must overlap each other. Thus, if η i j = 1, clusters N i and N j must be isolated by different channels. Second, aggregated packets 
18 return all aggregated packets; are scheduled using the ragged inter-cluster time slots. To improve the real-time performance, a novel method is needed to address the ragged time slots. We introduce the two parts in detail in the following.
Channel Assignment Among
Clusters. In a cluster, packet submissions use at most one channel. Since all these submissions communicate with the cluster head, even if there are multiple channels, the sole cluster head cannot service multiple communications. To isolate the overlapping clusters, they should be assigned to different channels. This problem is the traditional vertex coloring problem. All clusters form the vertex set. η i j = 1 means that there exists an edge between vertices N i and N j . The channels correspond to colors. Then, the problem is to find a color (channel) assignment such that any two vertices (clusters) sharing the same edge have different colors. Some classical algorithms, such as RLF [19] and DSATUR [4] , can be used to solve this problem.
Inter-Cluster Scheduling Method.
The release times and deadlines of all aggregated packets are assigned by our aggregation method. The inter-cluster scheduling problem is similar to the work in Reference [26] which is as follows: given the release times and deadlines of all packets, schedule packets under real-time constraints in a pure TDMA mesh network. However, our upper mesh network is not a pure TDMA network. In our mesh network, only when receiving and sending nodes are in their inter-cluster periods do the time slots between them become available. However, we can transform our problem to make it solvable via the CLLF method proposed in Reference [26] . The four parts (beacon, CAP, CFP, and intra-cluster period) result in the unavailable time slots. For each node n i , these parts can be regarded as a virtual packet whose release time corresponds to the beginning of the beacon interval, whose deadline is the last time slot of the intra-cluster period, whose path includes only the node n i (denoted as π i = {e ii , e ii , . . .}), and whose path length is the sum of these parts. Virtual packets do not use channel resources. The main idea of the work in Reference [26] is to first schedule the packet that uses the node with the least amount of slack time. Virtual packets have no slack time. Once they are released, they are scheduled on the corresponding nodes until their deadlines are reached. Thus, the time slots in the lifetime of virtual packets are unavailable. This problem is the same as our original problem. Therefore, the difference between our problem and Reference [26] can be transformed into a uniform packet model, and CLLF can be used to solve our problem. The transformed scheduling problem can also be solved using the classical real-time scheduling algorithms, such as EDF, LLF, and PD [21] . In our evaluation, we will compare these algorithms.
ANALYSIS OF SCHEDULABILITY
In this section, we analyze the schedulability of the upper-and lower-level networks.
Lower-Level Network
Our analysis applies only to the work-conserving submission method, which is explained in Definition 6.1.
Definition 6.1. Work-conserving submission method:
A submission method that is never idle if there are packets waiting to be submitted is called a work-conserving submission method.
Our submission method is work-conserving, as we find the earliest time slot to submit packets (line 5 in Algorithm 1). In the analysis of the lower-level network, we consider only the intracluster period. Other parts can be eliminated from the time dimension, as they do not affect the schedulability of the lower-level network. The analysis of the lower-level schedulability is shown in Theorem 6.2. First, we introduce some functions related to network capacity and transmission requirements. The submission capacity of intra-cluster periods is characterized by a supply bound function sb f i (t ), which denotes the cumulative submission capacity supplied by the cluster N i within the time interval t (as shown in Figure 4(b) ). Thus, sb f i (t ) = t .
The submission requirement of a flow f i j in the cluster N i is characterized by a request bound function rb f i j (t ), which denotes the maximum cumulative submission requirement within the time interval t (as shown in Figure 4(a) ). Then, we know that rb f i j (t ) = , where
the flow period to a form that includes only intra-cluster periods. Submission requirements must be satisfied before their deadlines. A demand bound function db f i j (t ) is used to characterize the minimal cumulative submission capacity demanded by the flow f i j such that its deadline is not missed, which is obtained by horizontally shifting rb f i j to the right for 
The total demand bound function of cluster N i is db f i (t ) = ∀f i j ∈F i db f i j (t ).
Theorem 6.2. When a work-conserving submission method is used, all packets of cluster N i can be transmitted under real-time constraints if and only if
Proof. First, for a work-conserving submission method, if ∀t ∈ [1, H ], sb f i (t ) ≥ db f i (t ), then all demands can be satisfied. Thus, all packets can be submitted before their deadlines. Second, if all packets can be submitted in time, then the supply submission capacity is at least larger than or equal to the minimal submission demand, i.e., ∀t ∈ [1, H ], sb f i (t ) ≥ db f i (t ). Thus, the theorem holds. 
Aggregation Method
Our test cases are generated randomly based on the following parameters: the number of flows |F |, the length of the intra-cluster period C, the range of the flow periods [p l , p u ], and the maximum size of an original packet s u . The number of cluster members is the same as the number of flows. Even if the number of cluster members is greater than the number of flows, the members that do not generate flows have no impact on the algorithm performance and can be omitted. Aggregation methods run inside clusters. Therefore, in this subsection, all test cases adopt star topology, and there is no routing algorithm. We compare our RM-FF aggregation method to two methods: (1) the classical FF method and (2) CPLEX, in which the single-threaded CPLEX solver [13] is exploited to obtain the optimized solution from the formulation (see Section 4.2). However, due to the unacceptable execution time of CPLEX, we set a time limit allowed for a call to the optimizer. If CPLEX cannot find the optimal solution under this time limit, then the most feasible solution found is used in the following figures. To obtain an appropriate time limit, we run the following simulations. We randomly generate test cases based on the parameters: |F | ∈ [10, 35] 
and s u ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128}. These parameters cover all of the following simulations. We use CPLEX to solve them and record execution times. Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of these execution times. The time limit of these test cases is 1 hour. We find that 99% of solvable test cases can find optimal solutions within 600 seconds. Therefore, in the following simulations, we set the time limit as 600 seconds. Figure 6 shows the number of aggregated packets under different packet sizes. Flow periods and packet sizes are randomly selected in the range from 2 6 to 2 10 and the range from 1 to the coordinating x-coordinate, respectively. The payload size of an aggregated packet does not exceed 128, which is defined in the standard WIA-PA. Each point in the figures is the average of 200 test cases. All these test cases can be solved within 1 ms using FF and RM-FF, and all results are normalized using CPLEX. Our RM-FF method is better than FF and yields solutions close to the optimized solutions. As s u increases, our method slightly deviates from CPLEX. This deviation occurs because the aggregating of big packets is less feasible. When big packets and small packets are accurately matched, the results are optimal. However, a match is hard to find. Our method only introduces a slight fluctuation. FF first increases and then decreases. In Figure 6 (a) and (b), when s u = 16, FF is nearly equal to CPLEX because in each superframe, almost all original packets can be aggregated into one aggregated packet. Meanwhile, in Figure 6 (c) and (d), as |F | and C increase, the number of aggregated packets increases, and the solution space becomes more complex. Thus, the naive FF method cannot be used to find optimized solutions. In Figure 6 (a), when s u = 32, FF has 35% more packets than RM-FF. Then, as s u increases, the diversity of the aggregating packets decreases. Thus, all methods are similar to each other. Figure 7 focuses on the impact of the number of flows on aggregating packets. The packet size is randomly selected in the range [1, 64] , and p u = 2 10 Our RM-FF method first increases and then decreases as |F | increases. This occurs because when |F | = 10, the solution space is small, and it is easy to find the optimal solution. Then, extension of the space leads to a reduction in performance. Compared with CPLEX, our method introduces only a small number of extra aggregated packets, i.e., up to 5%. When |F | > 20, the execution time required by CPLEX to find the optimal solution is unacceptable. Within the time limit, CPLEX finds some feasible but not optimal solutions. When |F | = 35, these feasible solutions are less effective than those found by our method within 1 ms. The flow period range of Figure 7 (c) and (d) is larger than that of Figure 7 (a) and (b). As a result, CPLEX can find more feasible but not optimal solutions. Therefore, the effectiveness of our method is slightly improved.
Scheduling Algorithm
In the upper level, mesh networks are randomly generated based on the equation Area × ξ = |N |d 2 √ 27 2π [5] , where Area is the square area, ξ denotes the network density and d denotes the transmission range, which is 40 meters. The data center is at the center of the Area, and cluster heads are randomly deployed around it in the Area. Routing paths are obtained using the Dijkstra algorithm. The intra-cluster parameters are randomly selected in the ranges F ∈ [10, 35] 
2 |F | 3 } and s u ∈ [1, 64] . The three aggregation methods are used for the lower-level networks, and five real-time scheduling methods are used for the upper-level network [21] : (1) EDF, in which the aggregated packet with the smallest relative deadline is scheduled first; (2) least laxity first (LLF), in which the aggregated packet with the least laxity is scheduled first; (3) proportional deadline monotonic (PD), in which the aggregated packet with the smallest relative subdeadline, which is defined as the relative deadline divided by the number of hops, is scheduled first; (4) earliest proportional deadline first (EPD), in which the aggregated packet with the smallest absolute subdeadline, which is defined as the remaining time divided by the number of remaining hops, is scheduled first; and (5) CLLF [26] , in which the one-hop transmission 88:16 X. Jin et al. with more conflict is scheduled first. The classical RM and deadline-monotonic (DM) real-time scheduling methods are not considered because in the upper network, aggregated packets are not periodic. Figure 8 shows a comparison of schedulable ratios, which are defined as the percentage of test cases for which an algorithm is able to find a feasible schedule. For each point, 2,000 test cases are randomly generated. Comparing the three subfigures, schedulable ratios increase as the number of channels M and the network density ξ increase because more channels can transmit more packets in parallel, and a denser network has shorter path lengths. Thus, when M and ξ increase, networks are more easily scheduled.
Although some related works have compared these real-time scheduling algorithms, their results are different from ours. For example, in Reference [26] , CLLF has the best performance, and LLF and EDF are the worst. However, in WIA-PA networks, the results are opposite. There are three reasons for this difference: (1) the schedules of virtual flows are fixed and cannot be changed, (2) a source sends several aggregated packets with the same deadline along the same path at the same time, and (3) WIA-PA networks only focus on uplink transmissions. The CLLF method assesses only the conflict because of which the current one-hop transmission suffers. Whether the subsequent hops encounter more conflict is not considered. Virtual flows must always be scheduled once they are released. The conflict introduced by virtual flows is very serious. On the other hand, WIA-PA networks schedule only uplink transmissions and multiple packets are transmitted at the same time along the same path. These processes cause more conflict near the data center. Therefore, in WIA-PA networks, when flows are assigned priorities in terms of conflict, the method that does not consider the subsequent conflict inevitably induces large errors.
The LLF, PD, and EPD methods consider the impact of routing paths on priority assignment. They all schedule the furthest packets first, i.e., they block more packets near the center. This exacerbates the transmission conflict. In the LLF method, schedules are determined in terms of the remaining time minus the remaining hops, while in PD and EPD, they are determined in terms of Packet Aggregation Real-Time Scheduling for WIA-PA 88:17 the deadline divided by the number of hops. Thus, paths have a greater effect on PD and EPD. They quickly schedule packets to the region near the center, and then more conflict occurs. Thus, LLF has higher schedulable ratios than PD and EPD. Comparing to the three methods, the method EDF does not consider routing paths and decreases the occurrence of conflicts near the center. Therefore, EDF has the highest schedulable ratio and the most stable performance. It is the preferred method for WIA-PA networks.
From Figure 8 , we find that our RM-FF aggregation method makes the process of scheduling algorithms more effective even though CPLEX has fewer aggregated packets than RM-FF. The objective of CPLEX is to minimize the number of aggregated packets. If we do not consider the unacceptable execution time, the solutions obtained by CPLEX are optimal. However, the number of aggregated packets and the real-time requirements of aggregated packets both have impacts on the process of scheduling algorithms. CPLEX only optimizes one factor, while RM-FF considers these two factors together. RM-FF aggregates short-deadline packets first. In other words, it eliminates more high real-time packets than CPLEX. Therefore, the packets aggregated by RM-FF have looser real-time constraints and can be scheduled easily. In Figure 8(b) , when the number of clusters is 30 and 26, RM-FF+EDF has 10% higher real-time performance than CPLEX+EDF and FF+EDF.
CONCLUSIONS
This article focuses on the aggregation scheduling problem of WIA-PA networks. First, we design an aggregated method for a lower-level network to aggregate original packets into the minimum number of aggregated packets such that in the upper-level network these aggregated packets can be scheduled in real time with a limited amount of resources. Second, in the upper-level network, we transform the WIA-PA model into the universal model and then use existing algorithms to schedule packets under real-time constraints. The simulation results indicate that our methods can effectively reduce the number of aggregated packets, and that the real-time EDF scheduling algorithm is the most suitable for WIA-PA networks. In the future, we will study the impact of the length of an intra-cluster period on network performance.
